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The Friends of Glasgow West

We are a well-established heritage group with over 160 members and a large number of contacts. Our objectives are to preserve and promote, the outstanding Victorian and Edwardian built heritage in Glasgow’s West End, through a wide range of activities including an interest in planning applications and high quality development, the West End Lectures, guided walks and several publications including Gordon Urquhart’s heritage trails.

The Bibliography

This updated Bibliography provides pointers to increase your knowledge and enjoyment of Glasgow’s West End, via the works of many authors inspired to put pen to paper about this special part of the city.
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We hope you find this Bibliography useful!

Ann Laird, Convener
WEST END HISTORY AND GLASGOW ARCHITECTURE

N  Glasgow Victoriana: Classic Photographs by Thomas Annan
   Annan, T, 1999, Fort Publishing Ltd, 978-0953657605

N  Ghosts of Glasgow

N  Glaswegiana

N  Glasgow Architectural Maps
   Baxter, N et al, 1999, Glasgow City Council,

N  Charles Rennie Mackintosh: His Buildings In & Around Glasgow
   Blench, B J R, 1995, Glasgow City Council, B0000COSYQ

N  ML Charles Rennie Mackintosh and the Glasgow School of Art
   Bliss, D P, 1961, The Glasgow School of Art, 978-0901904027

N  Kelvinside Days
   Blood, A F, 1929, John Smith & Son,

N HH Bridges of the Kelvin: Partick to Kirklee
   Boyce, D, 1996, Glasgow City Libraries & Archives, 978-0906169452

N HH The University of Glasgow, 1451-1996

N  ML Glasgow - the first 800 years
   Cochrane, H, 1975, City of Glasgow District Council, 978-0004111407

N  ML From Glasgow's Treasure Chest
   Cowan, J, 1951, Craig Wilson,

Y HH Kibble's Palace
   Curtis, E, 2000, Argyll Publishing, 978-1902831046

Y  The Story of Glasgow Botanic Gardens
   Curtis, E, 2006, Argyll Publishing, 978-1902831947
Time of Our Lives: Laurel Bank School 1939-44
Deans J, and Magnusson, A, ,

Tale of Two Towns: History of Medieval Glasgow
Dennison, E P; Lynch, M; Macaulay, J; McHugh, M , 2008, RIAS, 978-1873190609

Glasgow at a Glance
Doak, A M and Young, A M, 1983, Robert Hale Ltd, 978-0709012986

Scotland's Stained Glass: Making the Colours Sing
Donnelly, M, 1997, Mercat Press, 978-0114957933

Crown Circus
Dunabie, T and Laird, A, 2003, Friends of Glasgow West, 0-9545000-0-8

Kelvinside
Fleming, J B M, 1894, ,

The Tenement Handbook: A Practical Guide to Living in a Tenement
*Available from Hyndland Bookshop

Glasgow Shops, Past and Present
Foreman, C, 2010, Birlinn Ltd, 978-1841589039

Hidden Glasgow
Foreman, C, 2008, Birlinn Ltd, 978-1841587202

Glasgow Academy The First 100 Years
Glasgow Academy, 1946, Blackie & Son,

Glasgow West Conservation Area Appraisal
Glasgow City Council DRS, 2011, Glasgow City Council,

Traditional Building Repair Manuals
Gordon Urquhart, Glasgow Conservation Trust West, 1995-2005

Home Builders: Mactaggart and Mickel and the Scottish Housebuilding Industry
Glendinning, M, 1999, RCAHMS, 978-1902419084

Architecture of Glasgow
N Glasgow - A Celebration

N ML Glasgow Since 1900: 90 Years of Photographs
Harris, P, 1990

Y ML The Guide to Mysterious Glasgow

Y Otago Lane Conservation Appraisal
Holloway, M and Wotherspoon, I, 2010, Friends of Glasgow West, and MAST Architects, Glasgow

Y ML Tenements & Towers: Glasgow Working-Class Housing 1890-1990
Horsey, M, 1990, Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of Scotland, 978-0114940935

Y ML Square Mile of Murder: Horrific Glasgow Murders

Y ML The Heart of Glasgow

N ML Industrial Archaeology of Glasgow
Hume, J, 1974, Blackie, 978-0216898332

Y ML Old Maryhill

N ML Scotland's Millennium Canals: Survival and Revival of the Forth & Clyde and Union Canals

Y HHML Glasgow
Jamieson, C, 2009, Frances Lincoln, 978-0711221970

N ML Glasgow Art Deco

Y Cottier's in Context: Daniel Cottier, William Leiper & Dowanhill Church, Glasgow
Kinchin, J; Macartney, H and Robertson, D, 2011, Historic Scotland, 978-1849170529
**Glasgow's Great Exhibitions 1888, 1901, 1911, 1938, 1988**
Kinchin, P and Kinchin, J, 1988, White Cockade, 978-0951312407

**Hyndland: Edwardian Glasgow Tenement Suburb**

**Listed Buildings in Glasgow West**
Laird, A, and Barnet, L, 2012, Friends of Glasgow West,

**Building Stones of Glasgow**

**Glasgow: Fabric of a City** *Available Hyndland Bookshop*
Lindsay, M, 2002, Robert Hale Ltd, 978-0709069737

**Portrait of Glasgow**
Lindsay, M, 1972, Robert Hale Ltd, 978-0709130789

**Vanishing Glasgow: Through the Lens of George Washington**
Wilson, T. & R. Annan, William Graham, Oscar Marzaroli and Others

**Kelvinside Academy 1878-1978**
Mackay, C H, 1978, Kelvinside Academy,

**The Glasgow Academy, 150 years**
MacLeod, I, 1997, Glasgow Academicals War Memorial Trust, 978-0953051502

**Old Anniesland to Knightswood: with Broomhill, Jordanhill and Scotstounhill**

**Old Glasgow and The Clyde: From the Archives of T. and R. Annan**

**The Baths: The story of the Western Baths, Hillhead:1876 to 1990**
Mann, W M, 1990, Western Baths Club,

**Glasgow's Other River: Exploring the Kelvin**
Matheson, A, 2000, Fort Publishing Ltd, 978-0953657629

**Glasgow (Town & City Histories)** *Available Hyndland Bookshop*
Central Glasgow: An Illustrated Architectural Guide

Public Sculpture of Glasgow

Glasgow Smells Better

Glasgow with a Flourish

This City Now: Glasgow and Its Working-Class Past

A Hillhead Album, Glasgow W2
Morton, H B, 1973, Robert MacLehose, 978-0950203430

University, City and State: The University of Glasgow Since 1870
Moss, M; Munro, J and Trainer, R, 2000, Edinburgh University Press, 978-0748613236

Glasgow in 1901
Muir, J H, 2001, White Cockade, 1-873487-09-6

The Second City
Oakley, C A, 1967, Blackie & Son, 978-0216893887

Glasgow's River
Osborne, B D and Robertson, Q, 1996, Lindsay Publications, 978-1898169086

An Eye on the Street - Photographs by David Peat
Peat, D, 2012, Renaissance Press, 978-0954396138

Partick Anecdotes
Paul, Robert M, 1998, Elizabeth Greer, 953471608

University of Glasgow Estates Strategy
Saunders, J, 2011, University of Glasgow, (available online)

The West End of Glasgow - 1830-1914
Simpson, M A, 1977, PhD Thesis,
Tracing Scottish Local History
Sinclair, C, 1994, Mercat Press, 978-0114952310

Charles Wilson Architect, 1810-1863: A Question of Style
Sinclair, F, 1995, Park Circus Promotions, 978-0952266716

Scotstyle: 150 Years of Scottish Architecture
Sinclair, F, 1984, Scottish Academic Press Ltd, 978-0707304229

By-gone Glasgow...40 full page drawings and 23 text illustrations
Small, D, 2011, British Library, Historical Print Editions, 1241336857

Greater Glasgow: An Illustrated Architectural Guide

Villages of Glasgow: The North Side
Smart, A, 2002, John Donald Publishers Ltd, 978-0859765626

The Old Glasgow Houses of the Old Glasgow Gentry
Smith, J G and Mitchell, J O, 1870,

Bygone Partick

Partick Remembered

Greek Thomson: Neo-Classical Architectural Theory, Buildings and Interiors

Lost Victorian Britain: How the Twentieth Century Destroyed the Nineteenth Century’s Architectural Masterpieces
Stamp, G, 2010, Aurum Press Ltd, 978-1845135324

Glasgow West (Images of Scotland)
Stewart, P, 2005, The History Press Ltd, 978-0752436586

Charles Rennie Mackintosh
Swinglehurst, E, 2001, Thunder Bay Press (CA), 978-1571452726

Victorian Suburbanisation of Glasgow: 1830-1914
Tang, T, 1995, PhD Thesis,
The Glasgow Almanac: An A-Z of the City and Its People

Dowanhill Heritage Trail
Urquhart, G, 2009, Friends of Glasgow West, 0-9545000-4-0

Hillhead Heritage Trail
Urquhart, G, 2009, Friends of Glasgow West, 0-9545000-2-4

Hyndland and Partickhill Heritage Trail
Urquhart, G, 2009, Friends of Glasgow West, 0-9545000-3-2

Kelvinside Heritage Trail
Urquhart, G, 2009, Friends of Glasgow West, 0-9545000-1-6

Partick Heritage Trail
Urquhart, G, 2006, Friends of Glasgow West,

A Notable Ornament: Lansdowne Church: an Icon of Victorian Glasgow
Urquhart, G R, 2011, Glasgow City Heritage Trust, 978-0956901408

Along Great Western Road: Illustrated History of Glasgow's West End

The Glasgow Guide
Williams, D, 1999, Birlinn Ltd, 978-0862418403

Glasgow (Buildings of Scotland)
Williamson, E; Riches, A; and Higgs, M , 1990, Pevsner Architectural Guides, 978-0140710694

The City That Disappeared: Glasgow's Demolished Architecture

The Tenement: A Way of Life
Worsdall, F, 1979, Chambers, 978-0550203526

The Victorian City: Selection of Glasgow's Architecture
Worsdall, F, 1988, Chambers, 978-0862671228

Traditional Communal Gardens in Glasgow's West End (CDROM)
Wotherspoon, I, 2000, Friends of Glasgow West,
FICTION SET IN GLASGOW’S WEST END

Y   Open the Door
    Carswell, C, 2008, Canongate Books Ltd, 978-0862416447

Y var   The Breadmakers Saga

N   The Aunts
    Dickson, M, 1981, St Andrew Press, 0-7152-0491-2

Y var   Never Somewhere Else
        Gray, A, 2009, Sphere, 978-0751542912

Y var   Shadows of Sounds
        Gray, A, 2006, Allison & Busby, 978-0749082383

Y var   Aunt Bel

Y var   The Hayburn Family

Y var   The Wax Fruit Trilogy

Y var   Girl in a Pink Hat – short stories
        MacLeod, N, 2007, Publ Hyndland Press, 0-9529-527-4-2

Y var   Hyndland Portrait
        McLeod, N, 2009, Nanzie McLeod, 978-0952952763

Y var   Tales of G12

Y   Tales of the Arlington
    McLeod, N, 1997, Hyndland Press, 978-0952952701

Y var   Garnethill
        Mina, D, 2007, J’ai lu, 978-2290002582
Y var Resolution
Mina, D, 2007, J'ai lu, 978-2290003664

Y var The Glasgow Girls: Women in Art and Design

N var The Painted Ladies

Y var Lennox
Russell, C, 2012, Quercus, 978-1847249678

Y var Naming the Bones
Welsh, L, 2011, Canongate Books Ltd, 978-1847672568

Y var The Cutting Room
Welsh, L, 2003, Canongate Books Ltd, 978-1841954042

CRIME NOVELS SET IN GLASGOW

There are far too many of these to include in this short bibliography!

They can easily be found online, however, using a website such as “Books From Scotland”, and selecting Glasgow + Crime + Novels.